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The tentative ruling will become the Court’s ruling unless by 4:00 p.m. of the court day preceding the 

hearing, counsel or self-represented parties call the department rendering the decision to request 

argument and to specify the issues to be argued.  Calling counsel or self-represented parties 

requesting argument must advise all other affected counsel and self-represented parties by no later 

than 4:00 p.m. of his or her decision to appear and of the issues to be argued.  Failure to timely advise 

the Court and counsel or self-represented parties will preclude any party from arguing the matter. 

 (Local Rule 3.43(2).)  CourtCall will NOT be used by D18.  Zoom is approved for all hearings except 

Issue Conferences and Trials.  Dept. 18’s telephone number is: (925) 608-1118. 

NOTE:  In order to minimize the risk of miscommunication, Dept. 18 prefers and encourages email 

notification to the department of the request to argue and specification of issues to be argued. 

  Dept. 18’s email address is: dept18@contracosta.courts.ca.gov. 

Submission of Orders After Hearing in Department 18 Cases 

The prevailing party must prepare an order after hearing in accordance with CRC 3.1312. The order 

must include appearances.  If the tentative ruling becomes the Court’s ruling, a copy of the Court’s 

tentative ruling must be attached to the proposed order when submitted to the Court for issuance of 

the order. 

 

 Law & Motion 

 
   

    

1. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  C22-01327 
CASE NAME:  ZACHARY YOUNG  VS.  JEFFREY DOLEN 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE PORTIONS OF 1st Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY:  JEFFREY DOLEN 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 

Before the Court is Defendant Paul M. Zagaris, Inc. dba PMZ Real Estate (“DMZ”) and Defendant 
Jeffrey Dolen (“Dolen”) (collectively, “Defendants”)’s motion to strike portions of the First Amended 
Complaint (“FAC”) filed by Plaintiff Zachary Young and Plaintiff Kayla Young (collectively, “Plaintiffs”).  

For the following reasons, the Motion is denied. 

Request for Judicial Notice 

Defendants unopposed request for judicial notice is granted. (Evid. Code §§ 452, 453.) 

Brief Factual Background 

The gravamen of this case is a series of real estate transactions; however, the parties have personal 
history with each other which colors the dispute. Plaintiffs are married; Plaintiff Kayla Young was 
previously married to Defendant Dolen, who works as a real estate agent, before the two separated 
in 2016. (FAC at ¶ 1.) The objected to language of the FAC largely concerns the background of the 
parties and the context for entering into the various real estate contracts. (See generally FAC at § A.) 
The FAC alleges that Defendant Dolen and Plaintiff Zachary Young agreed that Defendant Dolen 
would serve as Plaintiff Zachary Young’s realtor on three transactions without charge “as an offset 
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for significant financial obligations that Mr. Dolen owed to Plaintiffs.” (FAC at ¶ 3.) However, 
Plaintiffs allege that Defendant Dolen put them in unfavorable positions “leading the Youngs needing 
to accept unfavorable terms on the real estate transactions, and most clearly of all by Mr. Dolen 
taking commissions on the deals the Youngs did not agree to pay and that Mr. Dolen did not earn.” 
(FAC ¶ 4.) 

Legal Standard 

Upon motion, the court may “strike out any irrelevant, false, or improper matter inserted in any 
pleading” or “[s]trike out all or any part of any pleading not drawn or filed in conformity with the laws 
of this state, a court rule, or an order of the court. (CCP § 436.) As with a demurrer, “[t]he grounds for 
a motion to strike shall appear on the face of the challenged pleading or from any matter of which the 
court is required to take judicial notice.” (CCP § 437.) Given that limitation, a motion to strike also is 
“not the appropriate procedure for determining the truth of disputed facts.” (Fremont Indemnity Co. 
v. Fremont General Corp. (2007) 148 Cal.App.4th 97, 113-114.) 

Courts take a “cautious” approach to motions to strike. “We have no intention of creating a 
procedural ‘line item veto’ for the civil defendant.” (PH II, Inc. v. Superior Court (1995) 33 Cal. App. 4th 
1680, 1683.) “Judges read allegations of a pleading subject to a motion to strike as a whole, all parts 
in their context, and assume their truth.” (Clauson v. Sup. Ct. (1998) 67 Cal.App.4th 1253, 1255.) 

Motion 

Defendants move pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure (“CCP”) § 435 and § 436 to strike “the 

harassing, inflammatory, and irrelevant material in paragraphs 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, and 20, and in 

footnotes 4, 5, and 6 of the FAC[.]” (MPAs at 4:10-11.)  

Analysis 

As a threshold issue, the Court notes that CCP § 436 only provides for striking irrelevant, false, or 
improper matter. There is no statutory basis for striking “harassing” or “inflammatory” matter. 
Furthermore, with respect to Defendant’s exclusive jurisdiction argument, Defendant cites no 
authority (and the Court is not aware of any) that precludes any reference to family law matters in a 
civil lawsuit. The FAC alleges causes of action for (1) breach of fiduciary duty; (2) fraud; (3) 
constructive fraud; (4) conversion; (5) violation of Cal. Penal Code § 496; (6) breach of contract; 
(7) breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing; and (8) restitution. None of them are 
directed towards child support, child custody, or visitation (the province of family law). To the extent 
the challenged language of the FAC references those issues, it is clearly in service of providing 
relevant background to the parties’ real estate agreements. The motion to strike is denied. 
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2. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  C22-01765 
CASE NAME:  ASHELEE BARTIZAL  VS.  ROBERT WEST, JR. 
HEARING ON MOTION TO STRIKE REQUEST FOR ATTORNEY FEES  
FILED BY:  WEST COAST LAND AND DEVELOPMENT, INC. 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Pursuant to CCP § 435.5 the meet and confer obligation has been met if the moving party files a 
declaration stating the party who filed the pleading subject to motion to strike failed to respond.  
The Court finds the meet and confer requirement has been met. 
 
Plaintiff asserts no grounds on which attorneys’ fees can be requested in this case.  The Court grants 
the motion to strike the request for attorneys’ fees. 

 
 

  
    

3. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  C22-02171 
CASE NAME:  ERNIE & SONS SCAFFOLDING  VS.  JOHN SOTO 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION  
FILED BY:  PLAINTIFF 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 

Before the Court is an order to show cause as to why a preliminary injunction should not issue 
based on application by Plaintiff for a temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction 
("PI Application"). For the reasons set forth, the PI Application is denied.  

Background 

This case involves a dispute between the two 50% owners of the corporation Ernie & Sons Scaffolding 
dba Unique Scaffolding ("E&S"). (Ver. Compl. ¶¶ 14, 15.) Plaintiff Ernesto Negrete, Jr. has filed suit as 
"an individual, in his individual capacity and derivatively on behalf of" E&S. Negrete and defendant 
John Soto are the equal owners and sole directors of E&S. (Ver. Compl. ¶¶ 14, 15.) In early 2022, 
Defendant Soto informed Negrete of his intention to end their business relationship. (Ver. Compl. 
¶ 4.) On October 17, 2022, Soto, as 50% shareholder, filed with the Secretary of State's office a 
certificate of election to dissolve E&S. (Negrete Decl. ¶ 5; Def. RJN Exh. B.)  

On October 7, 2022, Negrete filed a Verified Complaint initiating this action in his individual capacity 
and as a shareholder derivative action on behalf of E&S. Among other claims, Negrete alleges causes 
of action for breach of fiduciary duties, including the duty of loyalty, against Soto as a director and 
officer of E&S and intentional and negligent interference with prospective economic relations. 
(Ver. Compl. 1st, 2nd, 3rd C/As.) Negrete alleges Soto and Soto's company, Unique Scaffolding 
("Unique") which was formed some time before suit commenced, have misappropriated E&S trade 
secrets, including the nonpublic customer lists of E&S, in violation of the California Uniform Trade 
Secrets Act, Civil Code section 3426 et seq. ("CUTSA"), and that they have engaged in unfair 
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competition in violation of the Unfair Competition Law, Business & Professions Code section 17200 
et seq. ("UCL") by using a trade name, logo, and email address domain similar to those used in E&S's 
business (referred to herein for convenience as the "E&S "Brand" Materials"). (Compl. 4th C/A and 
5th C/A.)  

On November 2, 2022, Plaintiff filed an ex parte application seeking a temporary restraining order 
("TRO") and order to show cause as to why a preliminary injunction should not issue ("OSC") 
to prevent Soto and Unique from continuing the alleged misappropriation of trade secrets and using 
the customer lists and similar trade name and logo in violation of the UCL. The Court denied the 
request for a TRO, but issued an OSC, setting a briefing schedule and a continued hearing on the PI 
Application for December 12, 2022.  

Defendants timely filed opposition to the PI Application, supported by a declaration by Soto and a 
request for judicial notice.  

Prior to the December 12, 2022 hearing, the parties stipulated to continue the hearing on the OSC to 
February 6, 2023. Soto filed a cross-complaint against Negrete. In January 2023, the parties filed 
multiple stipulations, on which the Court entered orders, extending the filing deadline for the answer 
to the cross-complaint to January 24, 2023. The stipulations indicated the parties were in the process 
of documenting a settlement. As of the date of this tentative ruling, no answer to the cross-complaint 
has been filed, nor has the Court received notice from the parties that they have concluded a 
settlement.  

Defendants' Request for Judicial Notice 

Defendants request that the Court take judicial notice of a Verified Cross-Complaint they assert was 
filed in this action on November 18, 2022. The Court grants the unopposed request for judicial notice 
of the cross-complaint. (Def. RJN Exh. A.)  

Defendants also request judicial notice of a Certificate of Election to Wind Up and Dissolve filed with 
the California Secretary of State's office on October 17, 2022, a document also referred to in the 
Negrete Declaration in support of the PI Application. (Negrete Decl. ¶ 5.) The Court grants the 
unopposed request for judicial notice of this record. (Evid. Code § 452(c) [government record].) 

Standards Governing Request for Preliminary Injunction  

A preliminary injunction may be granted based on a verified complaint and declarations where 
appropriate grounds for injunctive relief are shown to exist. (Code Civ. Proc. §§ 526(a) and 527(a).) 
The grounds include where the plaintiff shows plaintiff is entitled to restrain the "commission or 
continuance" of an act based on the complaint, where commission or continuation of an act during 
the litigation may produce great or irreparable harm, or where monetary damages will not provide 
adequate relief or the amount of compensation to afford adequate relief would be extremely difficult 
to determine. (Code Civ. Proc. § 526(a)(1)-(5).) The CUTSA provides that injunctive relief may be 
granted as a remedy for actual or threatened misappropriation of a trade secret in violation of the 
Act. (Civ. Code § 3426.2(a).) 

The decision to grant or deny a preliminary injunction "generally rests in the sound discretion of the 
trial court." (Millennium Rock Mortgage, Inc. v. T.D. Service Co. (2009) 179 Cal.App.4th 804, 808.) 
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"In determining whether to issue a preliminary injunction, the trial court considers two related 
factors: (1) the likelihood that the plaintiff will prevail on the merits of its case at trial, and (2) the 
interim harm that the plaintiff is likely to sustain if the injunction is denied as compared to the harm 
that the defendant is likely to suffer if the court grants a preliminary injunction. [Citation omitted.]" 
(Id.) (See also White v. Davis (2003) 30 Cal.4th 528, 554; Butt v. State of California (1992) 4 Cal.4th 
668, 677-678.)  

Under the second, "balance of harms" factor, courts have expressed the showing required "in various 
linguistic formulations, such as the inadequacy of legal remedies or the threat of irreparable injury 
(compare Civ. Code, § 3422 with Code Civ. Proc., § 526)." (Tahoe Keys Property Owners' Assn. v. State 
Water Resources Control Bd. (1994) 23 Cal.App.4th 1459, 1471 ("Tahoe Keys").) Under Code of Civil 
Procedure section 526(a)(2) and (a)(4), which authorizes the Court to grant injunctive relief on a 
showing of great or irreparable injury when pecuniary compensation will not give adequate relief, 
"an irreparable injury is one for which either (1) its pecuniary value is not susceptible to monetary 
valuation, or (2) the item is so unique its loss deprives the possessor of intrinsic values not 
replaceable by money or in kind." (Jessen v. Keystone Sav. & Loan Assn. (1983) 142 Cal.App.3d 454, 
457. When monetary damages provide an adequate legal remedy, an injunction is not warranted. 
(Tahoe Keys, supra, 23 Cal.App.4th at 1471.) 

"The moving party must prevail on both factors to obtain an injunction." (Pittsburg Unified School 
Dist. v. S.J. Amoroso Construction Co., Inc. (2014) 232 Cal.App.4th 808, 813-814.) The party seeking 
the preliminary injunction has the burden of showing all elements necessary to support its issuance. 
(O’Connell v. Superior Court (Valenzuela) (2006) 141 Cal.App.4th 1452, 1481.)  

" 'The ultimate goal of any test to be used in deciding whether a preliminary injunction should issue 
is to minimize the harm which an erroneous interim decision may cause. [Citation.]' " (White v. Davis, 
supra, 30 Cal.4th at 554 [emphasis in original, quoting IT Corp. v. County of Imperial (1983) 35 Cal.3d 
63, 73].) Ultimately, the Court must determine whether there would be greater injury to the 
defendant resulting from granting the injunction or to the plaintiff from refusing injunctive relief 
under the circumstances. (Association for Los Angeles Deputy Sheriffs v. County of Los Angeles (2008) 
166 Cal.App.4th 1625, 1634 [citing Continental Baking Co. v. Katz (1968) 68 Cal.2d 512, 528].) 

Analysis 

A. Probability of Prevailing on Trade Secrets and UCL Claims 

The CUSTA defines a "trade secret" as "information, including a formula, pattern, compilation, 
program, device, method, technique or process, that: (1) [d]erives independent economic value, 
actual or potential, from not being generally known to the public or to other persons who can obtain 
economic value from its disclosure or use; and (2) [i]s subject to efforts that are reasonable under the 
circumstances to maintain its secrecy." (Civ. Code § 3426.1(d).) "Labeling information as a trade 
secret or as confidential information does not conclusively establish that the information fits this 
description." (Thompson v. Impaxx, Inc. (2003) 113 Cal.App.4th 1425, 1430 [citing Morlife, Inc. v Perry 
(1997) 56 Cal.App.4th 1514, 1522].)  

Whether information constitutes a trade secret is generally a question of fact. (In re Providian Credit 
Card Cases (2002) 96 Cal.App.4th 292, 300.) The determination involves "a number of related factual 
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determinations, such as whether the trade secret is in fact secret [citations omitted], whether the 
information 'derive[s] "independent economic value" ' [citations omitted], whether a party made 
reasonable efforts to maintain secrecy [citations omitted], and whether disclosure will cause damage 
[citation omitted]." (Id. at 300-301.) "The information must be 'sufficiently valuable … to afford an . . . 
economic advantage over others. [Citation.]' [Citations, internal quotation marks omitted.] The actual 
or potential advantage 'need not be great,' but it must be 'more than trivial. [Citations, internal 
quotation marks omitted.]" (Altavion, Inc. v. Konica Minolta Systems Laboratory, Inc. (2014) 226 
Cal.App.4th 26, 62.) 

A claim for misappropriation of a trade secret requires plaintiff to prove "(1) the plaintiff owned a 
trade secret, (2) the defendant acquired, disclosed, or used the plaintiff’s trade secret through 
improper means, and (3) the defendant’s actions damaged the plaintiff. [Citations omitted.]" (Sargent 
Fletcher, Inc. v. Able Corp. (2003) 110 Cal.App.4th 1658, 1665-1666.) The term "improper means" 
includes a "breach of a duty to maintain" the secrecy of the information. (Civ. Code, § 3426.1(a).) 

"Business and Professions Code section 17200 et seq. prohibits unfair competition, including 
unlawful, unfair, and fraudulent business acts. The UCL embraces 'anything that can properly be 
called a business practice and that at the same time is forbidden by law.' [Citations and internal 
quotations omitted.]" (Korea Supply Co. v. Lockheed Martin Corp. (2003) 29 Cal.4th 1134, 1143.) 
Injunctive relief may be granted under the UCL to enjoin a party who threatens to engage in unfair 
competition prohibited by law under another statute. (Bus. & Prof. Code § 17203; ReadyLink 
Healthcare v. Cotton (2005) 126 Cal.App.4th 1006, 1018 ("ReadyLink").) Imitation of goods or services 
known to the public by a particular name or design which may deceive customers or buyers as to the 
source can constitute unfair competition actionable under the UCL. (Cytanovich Reading Center v. 
Reading Game (1984) 162 Cal.App.3d 107, 113.) 

1. Trade Secrets and Misuse of Trade Name and E&S Materials 

Plaintiff alleges in the fourth cause of action that the E&S customer list is a trade secret owned by E&S 
which E&S has kept secret, and that Soto has improperly used and disclosed the customer list to 
solicit business for Soto's new entity Unique and to divert customers from E&S. (Ver. Compl. ¶¶ 81-
85.) Plaintiff alleges E&S has been damaged as a result and that Soto has been unjustly enriched, in an 
amount of at least $25,000. (Ver. Compl. ¶¶ 85, 86.) Plaintiff also alleges Soto committed unfair 
competition in violation of the UCL by misappropriating the E&S customer list and by using a trade 
name, logo, marketing flyers, and by using the name "Unique Scaffolding," the fictitious business 
name of E&S, and other materials which imitate the E&S "Brand" Materials, deceiving the E&S 
customers and the public as to the source of the scaffolding services they are being provided. (Ver. 
Compl. ¶¶ 39-44, 92, 96, Exhs. A-C.) Plaintiff generally alleges injury based on a loss of business or 
economic relationships with E&S customers. (Ver. Compl. ¶¶ 94, 97.)  

The Verified Complaint and the Soto Declaration indicate that E&S was formed in 2010, and it is 
reasonable to infer that E&S developed its customer list through its operations over more than a 
decade. The Negrete Declaration in support of the PI Application provides evidence that the E&S 
customer lists were maintained confidential through reasonable efforts by E&S to prevent disclosure 
of the list outside the company. (Negrete Decl. ¶¶ 2 and 4.)  
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The Negrete Declaration also mentions a bidding formula used by E&S which Negrete claims is 
proprietary and not disclosed to its customers in its bids. The Verified Complaint does not include any 
allegations regarding E&S bidding formulas, including any allegations that the formulas are trade 
secrets subject to the misappropriation or UCL causes of action. (Negrete Decl. ¶¶ 3, 4.) Defendants 
do not contest that the bidding formulas, however, are also trade secrets. 

2. Defendants' Position 

Defendants do not dispute that (a) the customer list of E&S is a trade secret, (b) Defendants are using 
a trade name, logo, or marketing materials similar to those of the E&S "Brand" Materials, or (c) 
Defendants are soliciting E&S customers using the customer list. (See Soto Decl. ¶ 14 [stating issuance 
of the preliminary injunction would cause him "extreme prejudice by preventing him from doing  
business or generating income for himself and his family] and ¶ 15 [stating he believes Negrete is 
"also" soliciting business from E&S customers and using the customer list]; Ver. Compl Exh. B 
[Defendant customer solicitation].) There seems to be no dispute that the customer list is an asset of 
E&S, and Defendants do not contend that their use of the Unique Scaffolding name, email address 
domain, logo, and other materials might cause customer or public confusion over the entity providing 
the services based on the E&S fictitious business name. Though Soto claims he believes Plaintiff is 
"also" using the E&S customer list, he does not state Plaintiff is using the E&S customer list to solicit 
customers for a separate business owned only by Negrete, rather than in connection with the E&S 
business which Soto declares Plaintiff is continuing to operate. (Soto Decl. ¶¶ 8, 15.) 

There is some dispute in the evidence as to whether Plaintiff consented to the parties dividing the use 
of the company names, with Negrete using "Ernie & Sons Scaffolding" and Soto the name "Unique 
Scaffolding," and whether the parties agreed that Negrete and Soto could begin conducting business 
separately in light of the intended business separation and dissolution of E&S. (Ver. Compl. ¶¶ 4, 5; 
Soto Decl. ¶¶ 3-6; Negrete Reply Decl. ¶ 2.) This dispute arguably raises some question as to whether 
Defendants acquired or are using the customer list by "improper means" and whether the use of the 
Unique Scaffolding name and related materials similar to the E&S "Brand" Materials is not "unfair 
competition" because Defendants' use was with the consent of Negrete (and in effect E&S) in 
anticipation of the separation of the businesses and dissolution of E&S. On the other hand, 
Defendants' position that the parties have been attempting to negotiate the dissolution for months, 
that the dissolution has been dragging on, and that Negrete has continued to operate E&S as an 
ongoing business supports an inference that the parties did not reach may not have reached 
agreement on these matters or the dissolution. (Soto Decl. ¶ 8.)  

3. Conclusion as to First Factor 

In considering all the evidence presented, the evidence supports that Plaintiff has shown some 
probability of prevailing on the claim for misappropriation of trade secrets with respect to the E&S 
customer list and violation of the UCL on the grounds alleged in the Verified Complaint based on 
Defendants misappropriation of the E&S customer list as well as use of a name, logo, and materials 
that are similar to the E&S "Brand" Materials, with the potential for confusion on the face of the 
materials based on their similarity to the E&S "Brand" Materials. 
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B. Balance of Harms 

Defendants contend the PI Application should be denied because E&S is in dissolution. They argue 
that as a result, there is no threatened harm to E&S that warrants injunctive relief as E&S is in the 
process of winding down its business, and any harm that E&S might sustain can be compensated with 
monetary damages given the company's imminent dissolution. In effect, Defendants contend Plaintiff 
has not shown that the balance of harms favors Plaintiff and the issuance of the injunction under the 
circumstances, since E&S has no ongoing business enterprise that could be injured by the 
misappropriation of the customer list, solicitation of E&S customers, and use of a trade name and 
other materials similar to the E&S "Brand" Materials. Soto declares that he has no intention of selling 
E&S, and he does not believe Negrete does either, but rather they intend to pay the E&S debts and 
divide the assets and pursue their separate scaffolding businesses. (Soto Decl. ¶ 12.)  

1. E&S in Wind Down 

Plaintiff does not appear to dispute that E&S has elected to dissolve, as reflected in the certificate 
filed with the Secretary of State on October 17, 2022. (Corp. Code § 1901(b) [certificate of election to 
dissolve can be filed by shareholder with at least 50% interest].) Plaintiff does not state that he does 
not consent to the dissolution of E&S pursuant to that election, and he has not presented any 
evidence that E&S will continue to operate as a going concern in the future given the disputes 
between Negrete and Soto.  

When a corporation elects to dissolve, the conduct of its business is limited to conducting business 
"insofar as necessary for the disposal or winding up" of the corporation. (Corp. Code § 2001(b).) Its 
right to make new contracts is similarly limited to the extent "proper or convenient for the purposes 
of winding up, settling and liquidating the affairs of the corporation." (Corp. Code 2001(h).) (See also 
Corp. Code § 2010.) Dissolution can be accomplished under the supervision of the Court by a 
shareholder filing a petition pursuant to Corporations Code section 1905. Defendants' cross-
complaint was filed November 18, 2022, which invokes the Court's supervisory jurisdiction over the 
dissolution, though the parties have stipulated to defer the deadline for cross-defendants to file their 
answer. Shareholders can avoid dissolution of the corporation by buying out the other shareholders. 
(Corp. Code § 2000.)  

With E&S in wind down mode based on the certificate of intent to dissolve, Plaintiff has not shown 
what, if any, actual or threatened harm or injury may occur to E&S from the alleged misappropriation 
of the customer lists and the use of a logo and other materials similar to those of E&S under 
the circumstances, much less that it will suffer irreparable harm given the impending dissolution. 
The cases cited by Plaintiff in support of his PI Application involve employees or others 
misappropriating customer lists and threatening to solicit customers for a new competitive business, 
where the business that originated the customer lists was continuing to operate as a going concern. 
(See, e.g., ReadyLink Healthcare v. Cotton (2005) 126 Cal.App.4th 1006, 1020-1021; Huong Que, Inc. 
v. Luu (2007) 150 Cal.App.4th 400, 415-418 [the orientation of injunctive relief "is prospective" and 
was appropriate based on prior owners of business sold to plaintiffs remaining as "managing agents" 
and using customer lists and other trade secrets to form competing business while acting in 
that capacity].)  
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Plaintiff has not cited any case in which a business that is ceasing operations has obtained injunctive 
relief to prevent misappropriation of a customer list or use of logos, a name, or an email address 
domain similar to the business that will soon shut its doors. Plaintiff has not presented any specific 
evidence of loss of customers, loss of existing contracts, or customer or public confusion over the use 
of "Unique" and materials similar to E&S material by Unique since E&S began its wind up. Plaintiff has 
not demonstrated that E&S has the authority to solicit new business or make new customer 
contracts, using its customers list or its E&S materials, when it has filed a certificate of dissolution. 

Given the finite future of this business which should be limited to completing existing contracts with 
its customers, the PI Application does not demonstrate why monetary relief does not provide an 
adequate remedy, or why calculation of damages would be exceptionally difficult and therefore 
would not provide an adequate remedy for the violations Plaintiff contends have occurred or may 
occur pending dissolution. Plaintiff has therefore not met the second prong of the two-prong 
standard for obtaining injunctive relief. Plaintiff has not demonstrated the balance of harms tips in 
favor of granting the preliminary injunction and that granting the injunction would not cause more 
harm to Defendants than any harm E&S may sustain without the injunction under the circumstances. 

2. Conclusion as to Factor Two 

The Court finds that the balance of harms does not favor issuance of a preliminary injunction under 
the circumstances.  

C. The Request for A Preliminary Injunction Is Denied 

There was a significant passage of time since Soto allegedly began using the alleged trade secrets 
before Plaintiff filed suit, and months have passed since the action was initiated in which the parties 
voluntarily delayed the hearing on the OSC. The facts and circumstances before the Court, including 
the substantial passage of time and the undisputed evidence of the E&S impending dissolution, 
indicate the alleged misappropriated trade secrets are not likely to be secret anymore. Issuance of an 
injunction would alter, rather than maintain, the status quo at this point. Exercising the Court's 
discretion on the record before it, the Court denies the request for a preliminary injunction. 

 
 

  
    

4. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  C22-02207 
CASE NAME:  MICAELA CORRIGAN  VS.  LOANDEPOT.COM, LLC 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION  
FILED BY:  PLAINTIFF 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The hearing was continued from December 5, 2022, for Plaintiff to effectuate service on defendants.  
Plaintiff has yet to serve defendants.  Plaintiff’s motion for preliminary injunction is denied without 
prejudice. 
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5. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  C22-02337 
CASE NAME:  NEAL SCHON  VS.  JONATHAN CAIN 
HEARING ON MOTION TO DISQUALIFY  
FILED BY:  JONATHAN CAIN 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
On December 6, 2022, Plaintiff’s counsel filed notice of motion to disqualify Miller Barondess, LLP.  
However, the actual motion to disqualify Miller Barondess, LLP does not appear to have been filed.  
The Court continues the hearing to February 27, 2023, at 9:00 a.m.  Plaintiff’s counsel shall file the 
motion to disqualify no later than February 10, 2023. 

 
 

  
    

6. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC18-01620 
CASE NAME:  BILTON  VS.  HAFIZ 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR TERMINATING SCANTIONS  
FILED BY:  DEFENDANT 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
On December 5, 2022, the Court continued the hearing for Defendant to effectuate service.  Service 
has not been effectuated.  The motion for terminating sanctions is denied without prejudice. 

 
 

  
    

7. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC18-02587 
CASE NAME:  GUNAWARDANA  VS.  RIVERA 
HEARING ON MOTION TO TAX COSTS  
FILED BY:  MINDA DOLORFINO RIVERA 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The Court grants the motion to tax costs in the amount of $1,555.95. 
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8. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC19-02639 
CASE NAME:  VEGA  VS.  GAGNI 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM ORDER/JUDGMENT  
FILED BY:  JOLY GAGNI 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The motion to set aside the default judgment pursuant to 473(b) is granted.  Defendant shall file the 
proposed answer no later than February 10, 2023. 

 
 

  
    

9. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-00829 
CASE NAME:  MONTOYA  VS.  PHILLIPS 66 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION  
FILED BY:  PHILLIPS 66  COMPANY 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Before the Court is Defendant Phillips 66 Company (“Defendant” or “Phillips 66”)’s motion for 
summary judgment or in the alternative summary adjudication. The motion is opposed by Plaintiff 
John Montoya (“Plaintiff” or “Montoya”).  

For the following reasons, the Court grants Defendant’s motion for summary judgment. 

Factual Background 

Phillips owned and operated the San Francisco Refinery (the “Refinery”) in Rodeo, California. (UMF 1.) 
Phillips and Contra Costa Electric entered into a Master Services Agreement for electoral work at the 
Refinery effective September 20, 2017. (UMF 2.) The Agreement states that Contra Costa Electric shall 
perform all work as an independent contractor. (UMF 3.) It further provides that Contra Costa Electric 
“shall be solely responsible for the work safety and industrial hygiene of itself and its agents and 
Employees and its subcontractors and their agents and Employees.” (UMF 4.) 

Plaintiff was working as an employee of and an electrician for Contra Costa Electric on December 3, 
2018, the day he suffered injuries. (UMF 6.) Plaintiff’s foreman and supervisor at the Refinery was 
Mike Hendricks, an employee of Contra Costa Electric. (UMF 9.) Mike Hendricks assigned Plaintiff 
different projects at the Refinery. (UMF 10.)  

At the Refinery is a Blast Resistant Module (“BRM”); a reinforced structure with a self-closing door 
which resembles a shipping container and was used as an office or storage facility. (UMF 12.) It is not 
materially disputed that on the day of his accident, Plaintiff went to the BRM to get a work permit. 
(DMF 11; UMF 25.) Plaintiff testified that he went to go through the door, his hand slipped, he 
stepped inside, and was hit by the door from behind. (UMF 26.) Plaintiff subsequently made a 
workers’ compensation claim which was covered by Contra Costa Electric’s workers’ compensation 
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carrier. (UMF 28, 29.) 

Evidentiary Objections 

The Court need only rule on those objections to evidence that were material to the disposition of the 
MSJ. (See CCP § 437c(q).) Here, there were none. 

Standard 

Code of Civil Procedure (“CCP”) §§ 437c(o)(1) and 437c(p)(2) provide the relevant legal standard for 
deciding the MSJ. Section 437c(o)(1) provides, in relevant part: 

A cause of action has no merit if one or more of the elements of the cause of action cannot be 
separately established, even if that element is separately pleaded. 

Section 437c(p)(2) provides, in relevant part: 

A defendant or cross-defendant has met his or her burden of showing that a cause of action 
has no merit if that party has shown that one or more elements of the cause of action, even if 
not separately pleaded, cannot be established, or that there is a complete defense to that 
cause of action. Once the defendant or cross-defendant has met that burden, the burden 
shifts to the plaintiff or cross-complainant to show that a triable issue of one or more material 
facts exists as to the cause of action or a defense thereto. The plaintiff or cross-complainant 
shall not rely upon the mere allegations or denials of its pleadings to show that a triable issue 
of material fact exists but, instead, shall set forth the specific facts showing that a triable issue 
of material fact exists as to that cause of action or a defense thereto.  

The party moving for summary judgment has the burden of persuasion to show there is no triable 
issue of material fact and thus it is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. (Aguilar v. Atlantic 
Richfield Co. (2001) 25 Cal.4th 826, 850.) Only if the moving party successfully meets this burden does 
the burden shift to the opposing party to make its own prima facie showing of the existence of a 
triable issue of material fact. (Ibid.; see also Chern v. Bank of America (1976) 15 Cal.3d 866, 873.) 
The scope of the defendant’s initial burden is defined by the pleadings. (See 580 Folsom Assocs. v. 
Prometheus Dev. Co. (1990) 223 Cal.App.3d 1, 18.) 

Analysis 

Under Privette v. Superior Court (1993) 5 Cal.4th 689, when an employee of an independent 
contractor is injured while performing inherently dangerous work, and is subject to workers’ 
compensation coverage, the employee cannot sue the person who hired the contractor to recover 
damages for the same injuries that were compensable under workers’ compensation. (Privette, supra, 
5 Cal.4th at p. 702.) The liability of the contractor, who is primarily responsible for on-the-job injuries 
to its employees, is limited by workers’ compensation. The party who hired the contractor and who 
indirectly paid for the contractor’s workers’ compensation coverage through his payments to the 
contractor should likewise get the benefit of that coverage. 

Alvarez v. Seaside Transportation Services LLC (2017) 13 Cal.App.5th 635 explains how the Privette 
doctrine affects the parties’ respective burdens on a motion for summary judgment. “When a person 
or organization hires an independent contractor, the hirer presumptively delegates to the contractor 
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the responsibility to do the work safely.” (Sandoval v. Qualcomm Inc. (2021) 12 Cal.5th 256, 269, 
italics added.) The Alvarez court referred to this as the “Privette presumption.” (Alvarez, supra, 
13 Cal.App.5th at p. 642.) It held the Privette presumption arises once the defendant establishes the 
requisite factual foundation—specifically, that it hired an independent contractor to perform certain 
work, and the independent contractor’s worker was injured in the course of that work. (Id. at p. 644.) 
Once the presumption arises, the burden shifts to the plaintiff to raise a triable issue of fact as to 
whether one of the exceptions to the Privette doctrine applies. If he cannot, the defendant is entitled 
to summary judgment. (Ibid.) 

Defendant has met its initial burden of establishing the Privette presumption: it hired Contra Costa 
Electric to perform electrical work at the Refinery (UMF 2), Plaintiff worked as an employee of and an 
electrician for Contra Costa Electric (UMF 6), and he was working in that capacity on the day that he 
suffered injuries. (Id.)  

The burden now shifts to Plaintiff to raise a triable issue of fact as to whether one of the exceptions to 
the Privette doctrine applies. Plaintiff has argued several in opposition to the motion: first, the 
McKown exception, where a hirer of an independent contractor may be liable for providing unsafe 
equipment that affirmatively contributes to the injury of an employee of the contractor. (McKown v. 
Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. (2002) 27 Cal.4th 219, 225.) Second, the Hooker exception, where the hirer 
retained control of the contracted work and exercised that retained control in a manner that 
affirmatively contributed to the injury of the contractor’s employee. (Hooker v. Department of 
Transportation (2002) 27 Cal.4th 198, 210.) Third, where a landowner-hirer knew, or should have 
known, of a concealed hazard on the property that the contractor did not know of and could not have 
reasonably discovered, and the landowner failed to warn the contractor of the hazard. (Kinsman v. 
Unocal Corp. (2005) 37 Cal.4th 659.) 

The Court takes each one in turn.  

The plaintiff in McKown was an employee of an independent contractor hired by Wal-Mart to install 
speakers in the ceilings of Wal-Mart stores. (McKown, supra, 27 Cal.4th at p. 223.) Wal-Mart 
requested that the contractor use Wal-Mart’s forklifts whenever possible and furnished McKown a 
forklift for his use. (Id.) That forklift was defective, and McKown was injured as a result. (Ibid.) Critical 
to the holding in that case was that the hirer furnished the unsafe equipment to the contractor. (Id. at 
p. 222.) In contrast, the injury in this case was caused by the self-closing door of a Blast Resistant 
Module; a reinforced structure intended to provide a safe area to individuals working on the site in 
the event of an explosion or fire. (UMF 12, 13.) It appears to be undisputed that the Blast Resistant 
Module is owned or provided by Defendant.  

As a threshold issue, it is unclear whether the Blast Resistant Module is safety equipment within the 
meaning of McKown and its progeny. Plaintiff offers the testimony of Christopher DeMott who 
testified that the BRM is essentially a safety shelter for people that have to work in areas where 
there’s a potential for a possible explosive event. (DeMott Depo. at 16:14-18.) He also testified that 
they “are generally used for an outside operator shelter where they can do permits, have a place to 
get out of the rain in some cases” and that they “are used as office spaces.” (Id. at 16:7-10.) It is 
undisputed that the Blast Resistant Module in this case was used as an office or storage facility at the 
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Refinery. (UMF 12.) 

Notwithstanding the BRM’s ability to provide a safety function, it is undisputed that Plaintiff was not 
entering the BRM on the day of his injury to take refuge from an explosion or fire. (See UMF 25 
[the injury took place when Plaintiff opened the door and leaned into the Blast Resistant Module to 
get his permit]; see also Hendricks Depo. at 13:5-8 [electricians were required to go to the office in 
the BRM in order to get a work permit for the day].) Even assuming arguendo that the BRM is safety 
equipment within the meaning of McKown and its progeny, Plaintiff has not provided any authority 
that suggests that this exception applies when the injury occurs while safety equipment is being used 
for a non-safety purpose. As a consequence, the Court cannot conclude that Plaintiff has met his 
burden to show that the McKown exception applies. 

Similarly, Plaintiff has not met his burden to show that the broader retained control exception from 
Hooker applies to the facts of this case. (Hooker, supra, 27 Cal.4th at p. 210.) The court held in Hooker 
that the hirer cannot be liable “merely because [it] retained the ability to exercise control over safety 
at the worksite,” but that it is fair to make the hirer liable if it “exercised the control that was retained 
in a manner that affirmatively contributed to the injury of the contractor’s employee.” (Id. at p. 210; 
see also Tverberg v. Fillner Construction, Inc. (2012) 202 Cal.App.4th 1439, 1446 [“passively permitting 
an unsafe condition to occur … does not constitute affirmative contribution” within the meaning of 
the retained control exception.].) More than knowledge and ability to remedy a dangerous work 
condition must be present; something more is required such as ‘“inducing injurious action or inaction 
through actual direction”’ [citation]; directing ‘“the contracted work be done by use of a certain 
mode”’ [citation]; or interfering with ‘“the means and methods by which the work is to be 
accomplished”’ [citation].” (Gonzalez v. Mathis (2021) 12 Cal.5th 29, 42, 46.)  

Here, Plaintiff has not submitted evidence sufficient to raise a triable issue of fact that Defendant 
controlled the means and methods of Plaintiff’s work. Although Plaintiff argues in opposition that 
“Defendant provided plaintiff’s employer with instructions on what to do each day” (Opposition 6:13-
14) he does not cite to any evidence in support of this argument. To the extent Plaintiff relies on the 
fact that he was required to obtain a permit before beginning work (Hendricks Depo. at 13:5-8), he 
does not point to any evidence in the record that this was anything more than a pro forma step. 
There is no evidence that the assigned tasks which required the permit were assigned by Defendant 
rather than Contra Costa Electric. (See id. at 12:13-18 [“On our schedule, we have a spreadsheet that 
we’re given every morning with the different various jobs that we’re assigned to[.]”].) There is no 
evidence that Defendant exercised authority over Plaintiff’s work in a manner that affirmatively 
contributed to his injury. Plaintiff has not met his burden to show that the Hooker exception applies. 

Finally, with respect to the Kinsman exception for concealed hazards, there is ample evidence that 
Contra Costa Electric was aware that the door to the Blast Resistant Module closed rapidly. (See, e.g., 
UMF 16 [Contra Costa Electric’s field safety coordinator was aware that the door was heavy and 
closed quickly and “always remind[ed] people to be careful of the doors;” see also Hendricks Depo. at 
p. 21:10-12 [“Everybody that works at that refinery that’s been into that BRM knows that that door is 
an extremely heavy door and shuts fast.”] Kinsman is clear that a “concealed” hazard means 
something specific: a hazard that the hirer either knows or reasonably should know exists, and that 
the contractor does not know exists and could not reasonably discover without the hirer’s disclosure. 
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(Kinsman, supra, 37 Cal.4th at p. 675.) That is not the case here. Plaintiff has not met his burden to 
show that the Kinsman exception applies. 

Because Plaintiff has not demonstrated any exception to the Privette doctrine applies, Defendant’s 
motion for summary judgment is granted. 

 
 

  
    

10. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-01330 
CASE NAME:  VERONICA HURTADO  VS.  IRENE RODRIGUEZ 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 2nd Amended COMPLAINT  
FILED BY:  SUTTER HEALTH 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The hearing is continued to March 6, 2023. 
 

 

  
    

11. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-01712 
CASE NAME:  SINCLAIR  VS.  KURTZMAN 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT OR SUMMARY ADJUDICATION 
FILED BY:  INTERMOUNTAIN MANNERED MUTTS 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The hearing is continued to March 13, 2023. 
 

 

  
    

12. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC20-02192 
CASE NAME:  CARMEN ALMQUIST  VS.  RICHARD MOORE 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR SANCTIONS  
FILED BY:  RICHARD D. MOORE 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The Court grants the motion for terminating sanctions and dismisses the action.  Defendant is entitled 
to a judgment in the amount of $1,185.75.  The request for attorney fees is denied. 
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13. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC21-01370 
CASE NAME:  BROWNFOX  VS.  EAST BAY SERVICES 
HEARING ON MOTION TO BE RELIEVED AS COUNSEL  
FILED BY:   
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The motion to be relieved as counsel is granted. 

 
 

  
    

14. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC21-02345 
CASE NAME:  BRUDIGAM  VS.  RONNOW 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR LEAVE TO FILE 1st Amended COMPLAINT  
FILED BY:  ROSEMARIE BRUDIGAM 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Motion for leave to file first amended complaint is granted.  The parties stipulated that leave to file 
first amended complaint may be granted. 

 
 

  
    

15. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC22-00159 
CASE NAME:  ALFARO-GAMERO  VS.  RUIZ 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR INTERLOCUTORY JUDGMENT & APPOINTMENT OF REFEREE  
FILED BY:  TATIANA ALFARO-GAMERO 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 

 Pursuant to Code of Civil Procedure § 872.720, Plaintiff moves this Court for an interlocutory 
judgment of partition and appointment of referee with regard to the co-owned, single-family 
residence located at 1570 Ashwood Dr., Martinez, CA 94553, APN: 155-330-039.   

 The motion is continued for reason discussed below.  Plaintiff’s Motion for Interlocutory 
Judgment of Partition and Appointment of Referee was filed on November 22, 2022.  According to the 
Proof of Service, attached to the motion, the documents were served on November 22, 2022, by 
email and overnight mail to Defendant’s counsel, Denise H. Field. (It is not clear whether Plaintiff had 
the hearing date and time on the served documents.) However, Plaintiff filed and served an Amended 
Notice of Motion for Interlocutory Judgment of Partition and Appointment of Referee on January 17, 
2023, by email, which included the hearing information.   

 Defendant Roxana Gamero Ruiz filed an objection to motion on the ground Plaintiff failed to 
timely serve the motion as required by Code of Civil Procedure section 1005, which requires notice of 
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at least 16 court days.  Attorney Field filed a declaration stating that she first learned of the hearing 
on January 17, 2023, when she was speaking with Plaintiff’s counsel, Scott Talkov, regarding 
settlement.  He mentioned the hearing on the motion. Later that day, Counsel Field received the 
emailed copy of the notice and motion, which was served only 14 court days before the hearing.  
Plaintiff’s counsel refused to continue the hearing date. 

 Plaintiff’s counsel did not file a response to the Defendant’s objection.  It is not clear from the 
Proof of Service filed on November 22, 2022, whether the notice included sufficient information to 
inform Defendant of this hearing date.  The Amended Notice was served less than 16 court days 
before the hearing.     

  The Court continues the hearing on this motion to March 6, 2023, at 9:00 a.m.  Defendant 
shall file and serve her Opposition on or before February 27, 2023.  Reply is due March 1, 2023. 

 
 

  
    

16. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC22-00309 
CASE NAME:  TURNER  VS.  C. OVERRA & CO. 
HEARING ON DEMURRER TO 1st Amended COMPLAINT 
FILED BY:  C. OVERRA & CO. 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The request to take judicial notice of Plaintiff’s complaint for employment discrimination filed on 
February 14, 2022 and Plaintiff’s first amended complaint for employment discrimination filed on 
April 14, 2022 is granted. 
 
The demurrer is granted with leave to amend. An amended complaint, if any, shall be filed no later 
than February 17, 2023. 

 
 

  
    

17. 9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  MSC22-00542 
CASE NAME:  FORD  VS.  FORD MOTOR COMPANY 
HEARING ON MOTION FOR JUDGMENT ON THE PLEADINGS  
FILED BY:  PERFORMANCE AUTOMOTIVE GROUP, INC. 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
The Court grants the motion for judgment on the pleadings without leave as to the negligent repairs 
(fourth) cause of action. 
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18.   9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  N22-2221 
CASE NAME:   CLAIM OF SHAYLYNN PHIPPS 
HEARING ON MINOR'S COMPROMISE    
FILED BY:  KIMBERLY PHIPPS 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
Minor’s compromise is approved. 

 
 

  
    

19.   9:00 AM CASE NUMBER:  P22-01529 
CASE NAME:   SPC VIRGIL CHABRIER  VS.  SIERRA PACIFIC MORTGAGE 
HEARING ON PETITION FOR RELIEF FROM FINANCIAL OBLIGATION DURING MILITARY SERVICE  
FILED BY:  SPC VIRGIL CHABRIER 
*TENTATIVE RULING:* 
 
As no proof of service has been filed the Court continues this hearing to March 20, 2023, at 9:00 a.m. 
for Petitioner to effectuate service. 

 
 

  


